Miracle

The
Stainless Steel Cover Track solution for
sliding door track repairs.
The new 22, 28 and 31 range of Miracle Stainless Steel Cover
Tracks can be used over damaged sliding door tracks to restore
new life. This is an easy to fit and a cost effective lifetime
solution. Unlike aluminum, the Miracle track is tough and will
last the lifetime of your home.

Step 1. Measure and cut track to length then test fit.
Clean track to be free from dirt, oils etc.

Step 2. Mix polyester filler product to fix tracks.
Use less hardener for a slower setting time or if
confident use more hardener for a fast setting time.
Warning - the mix must be well mixed and track
filled and placed into position before it begins to
gel. Be prepared and work without delay. Allow 2
minutes maximum to complete steps 2, 3 and 4.

Step 3. Using a flat blade, fill the Miracle Stainless
Steel track with the mixed polyester product. Use
the flat blade to remove excess from back of track.
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Step 4. Push cover track over existing track and
press down to squeeze out resin filler. Do not
worry about cleaning up any excess resin filler at
this stage. Very important to have track seated
before resin filler begins to gel.

Step 5. Once resin filler has gel set, use a flat
screwdriver blade to run along both sides to clean
out excess filler product. This is a quick and clean
process. Use a vacuum to suck out loose material
and job is done.

The new cover track once installed is there for life
and is very hard to damage. All that is left is to
replace the door panel, test how well it now runs
and adjust door lock to work as it should.
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